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Megan Aoi

Megan Aoi is an NPC created by GM Wes (See Wes's NPCs).

Megan Aoi

Species & Gender Minkan Female
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Soldier

Rank: Jôtô Hei
Current Placement: Captured by Kuvexians

Character Description

Megan Aoi is 165cm tall and has short, spiky blue hair and green eyes. Curious and adventurous; seeking
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all the knowledge of the universe. The multi-talented, resourceful, if quite intelligent mind behind the
expression, somewhat cool of shape and slightly muscled body. A somewhat quiet yet strong willed
young woman, she stands at a healthy, athletic height of a few inches over 5 foot 10. She is a bit of a
tomboy in most things. Her love of exploration and constant need to know everything about everything,
coupled with her natural-born curiosity and quick mind, make her an ideal candidate for field research.
She can be a bit blunt and a bit rude, but can get a point across quite swiftly. A lover of literature,
learning and people. Her favorite color is blue.

Growing up on a family estate on Yamatai (Planet), Megan was naturally curious of other species,
especially in space. Not seeing any problems with that, she was always curious of the unknown.

History & Relationships

Megan was born in YE 20. She turned 21 in YE 40 and joined the Star Army that year. In YE 41, she was
promoted to Nitô Hei and assigned as the primary contact secretary for Fort Yui.

When Planet Himiko fell to Kuvexia in YE 41, she was taken prisoner by the enemy and is currently trying
to figure out how to escape and hoping to be swapped for a Kuvexian POW. At the same time, she used
the opportunity to study the Kuvexians extensively and learn about their ways and culture.

In 42.3, she was promoted (in absentia) to Ittô Hei and in 43.6 she was promoted again (also in absentia)
to Jôtô Hei.

Inventory

No items

OOC Notes

This NPC was created by Wes on 2018/02/19 12:25.

Art by Wes using bases by Waitress purchased from Cozy Cat Studios.

Character Data
Character Name Megan Aoi
Character Owner Wes
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status POW
SAOY Rank Jôtô Hei
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Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Occupation Star Army Soldier
SAOY Entry Year YE 40
DOR Year YE 43
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